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JUSTICE-A PLAYTHING IN THE HANDS OF
RULERS AND RULING PARTIES!

Time and again the people of our country are told that our judicial system and rendering justice
to people are impartial, independent without favour or prejudice towards anybody. Our rulers and
ruling classes grandly claim that it is the virtue of our judicial system-a virtue of our democracy.

On the other hand the rulers in power pose as if they are the champions fighting against terrorism
committed to end terrorism.

But the experience of people clearly shows that all that was an empty talk and propaganda. The
rulers would put the laws into vogue in a selective and differentiated manner where the innocent
people are harassed or punished and favoured ones can evade or escape the legal action and
punishment not withstanding with he gravity of the crimes they committed.

A number of terrorist attacks occurred in 2007 and 2008 at Mecca Masjid in Hyderabad, the
Samjahuta express and the Azmeer Sharif Dargah(all in 2007) and Malegam (2008) occurred killing
muslims. The investigation agencies have found out that the perpetrators and the actual persons
who committed these terrorists blasts had affiliations with RSS and kindered out-fits and the victims
were muslims. Ample evidence was gathered to establish that they have committed these acts. One
person Aseemananda whose real name was Naba kumar was involved in all the cases, besides
persons like Sadvi Pragya Singh, and a retd Lt-colnel(retd) Shrikant Pandit with others are involved
in Malegam blastings case.

With this chain of events led to the coinage of the expression “Saffron Terror” or “Hindutva
terror” came in to usage.

 When the B.J.P government came in to power in 2014, systematically all the accused began to
be set free in these cases. As a last case, the accused in Samjoutha express case were acquitted by
the NIA court in March 2019 ‘due to lack of evidence’ including Swami Aseemanand. This Swami
Aseemanand himself had comfessed in 2010 before NIA that he and others had not only committed
the Samjautha attack but they are involved in all the other blast cases.

These acquittals indicate that the investigating agencies like NIA, who are under control of the
central government, have been directed and asked to dissolve the cases against the accused and the
real culprits.

In this connection it is relevant and note-worthy, to reach to such a conclusion on the statement
of Rohini Selini, Special public prosecutor in Malegaom blast case, in 2015 that she was told by the
NIA to go soft in the case. Salini has later been dropped as a prosecutor in the case.

Thus the justice in defeated and buried by the very rulers and ruling party B.J.P in power and
that their claims of fighting against terrorism and dispensation of  impartial justice etc are nothing
but false claims to hood-wink the common people!
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